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The Effects and Dangers of Technology 

Apr 28, 2017 

Technology can be a wonderful enhancement for real relationships, but it can 

also isolate us from our closest loved ones. On this edition of Family Talk, Dr. 

Tim Clinton talks with Dr. Greg Jantz about how technology is both a blessing 

and a curse to the unity of the family and to growing teens. Hear how to keep a 

watchful and hopeful eye on the screens that invade our life. 

Listen 

 

Children of Divorce 2 

Apr 27, 2017 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9586b467-629d-4a1c-99be-bc012b931842
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9586b467-629d-4a1c-99be-bc012b931842
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=efeaf8e3-0bcd-4f9b-a734-6df79b5d375c
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9586b467-629d-4a1c-99be-bc012b931842
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=efeaf8e3-0bcd-4f9b-a734-6df79b5d375c


When he was 12 years old, his mother walked into the room and said, "Pack 

your things...we're leaving." Here on Family Talk, Dr. Arch Hart talks candidly 

about the devastating impact his parents' divorce had on him, and how he 

blamed himself for their split - all the while unleashing anger upon his mom. 

Hear God's heart for hurting families and His promise for healing amidst the 

brokenness. 

Listen 

 

Children of Divorce 1 

Apr 26, 2017 

We know God grieves for each child caught in the middle of the ripping and 

tearing of divorce. On this edition of Family Talk, Dr. Dobson sits down with his 

good friend, author and psychologist Dr. Arch Hart, to talk about the impact of 

marital break-ups on the young lives around us. Whether you have been 

through a divorce yourself, or know someone who has, learn how to find 

healing in the midst of pain and chaos. 

Listen 

 

Encouraging Enterprising Moms 2 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=efeaf8e3-0bcd-4f9b-a734-6df79b5d375c
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f9bd457d-8388-44ab-8fba-dc35fe48ff48
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f9bd457d-8388-44ab-8fba-dc35fe48ff48
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=d9ad113c-1357-4696-acaa-cc34da812eeb
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f9bd457d-8388-44ab-8fba-dc35fe48ff48
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=d9ad113c-1357-4696-acaa-cc34da812eeb


Apr 25, 2017 

Whether it’s a service, a product, or your insight or expertise, you already have 

the raw materials necessary to live life on your terms. On this edition of Dr. 

James Dobson’s Family Talk, hear from the Barefoot Executive, Carrie Wilkerson, 

about the rewarding, hard work it takes to be a stay-at-home entrepreneur. 

Maximize profit and productivity, while still keeping your family’s priorities 

intact. 

Listen 

 

Encouraging Enterprising Moms 1 

Apr 24, 2017 

Whether it’s a service, a product, or your insight or expertise, you already have 

the raw materials necessary to live life on your terms. On this edition of Dr. 

James Dobson’s Family Talk, hear from the Barefoot Executive, Carrie Wilkerson, 

about the rewarding, hard work it takes to be a stay-at-home entrepreneur. 

Maximize profit and productivity, while still keeping your family’s priorities 

intact. 

Listen 

 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=d9ad113c-1357-4696-acaa-cc34da812eeb
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=04e40c49-c4d3-440d-8c6c-ee4437faacd6
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=04e40c49-c4d3-440d-8c6c-ee4437faacd6
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=04e40c49-c4d3-440d-8c6c-ee4437faacd6
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3e838f44-d584-4aca-9eba-1e4309e1bd4c


Feisty and Feminine 2 

Apr 21, 2017 

Sometimes women are looked down upon for standing up for their beliefs, but 

just like Queen Esther, standing up for your people can make a lifesaving 

difference. Hear how you can take a firm and unwavering stand for biblical 

principles, while still being an advocate for the rights of women. 

Listen 

 

Feisty and Feminine 1 

Apr 20, 2017 

Sometimes women are looked down upon for standing up for their beliefs, but 

just like Queen Esther, standing up for your people can make a lifesaving 

difference. Hear how you can take a firm and unwavering stand for biblical 

principles, while still being an advocate for the rights of women. 

Listen 

 

The Mystique of a Woman 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3e838f44-d584-4aca-9eba-1e4309e1bd4c
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3e838f44-d584-4aca-9eba-1e4309e1bd4c
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=261425b5-8338-44ac-bdd9-6a07119be988
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=261425b5-8338-44ac-bdd9-6a07119be988
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f0f1d342-64aa-4d8d-95bf-bfd69a9a0925
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=261425b5-8338-44ac-bdd9-6a07119be988
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f0f1d342-64aa-4d8d-95bf-bfd69a9a0925


Apr 19, 2017 

Keeping the initial interest and spark in a marriage can be difficult to do, but 

what is the mysterious “it” factor that everyone seems to be wanting? On this 

edition of Family Talk, Dr. Dobson explores the need for wives to maintain 

“feminine mystique” in marriage. You can learn to develop a gentle and quiet 

spirit in the midst of everyday demands. 

Listen 

 

Building A Family Legacy 2 

Apr 18, 2017 

How do you build a spiritual legacy for your family? How do you make sure that 

your children follow Christ? Here on Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson, his son 

Ryan Dobson, and Warren Cole Smith discuss the Building A Family Legacy film 

series and the impact it can have for you. 

Listen 

 

Building A Family Legacy 1 

Apr 17, 2017 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f0f1d342-64aa-4d8d-95bf-bfd69a9a0925
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f55fbc3e-93f8-49ef-86f5-c4c0847c8124
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f55fbc3e-93f8-49ef-86f5-c4c0847c8124
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3deaae27-e194-44c7-99f5-0487e5cd5602
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f55fbc3e-93f8-49ef-86f5-c4c0847c8124
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3deaae27-e194-44c7-99f5-0487e5cd5602


How do you build a spiritual legacy for your family? How do you make sure that 

your children follow Christ? Here on Family Talk, Dr. James Dobson and his son 

Ryan Dobson, discuss the Building A Family Legacy film series and the impact it 

can have for you. 

Listen 

 

Good Friday: A Roman’s Perspective 

Apr 14, 2017 

Though we usually refer to it as "Good Friday," it was truly one of the darkest 

days in history. Tune in for this special edition of Family Talk as Dr. Dobson and 

Joe White point out that until we fully understand the incredible sacrifice, we 

miss out on the full meaning and value of the resurrection on Easter Sunday. 

Listen 

 

Total Family Makeover: 8 Practical Steps for Making Disciples at Home 

Apr 13, 2017 

Raising kids is tough enough, but disciplining them and rearing them to be godly 

men and women is even more of a challenge. Now on Dr. James Dobson’s 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3deaae27-e194-44c7-99f5-0487e5cd5602
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=0da599f1-ea17-4f31-bfca-f6f9a122317b
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=0da599f1-ea17-4f31-bfca-f6f9a122317b
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=b8fef197-e5c5-4f6d-9706-a4143df84927
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=0da599f1-ea17-4f31-bfca-f6f9a122317b
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=b8fef197-e5c5-4f6d-9706-a4143df84927


Family Talk, hear practical steps about how to be intentional with your children 

and make the most of every moment by being godly examples for young hearts. 

Listen 

 

Pornography: A Public Health Crisis 2 

Apr 12, 2017 

Take a stand with Attorney General Sessions against the porn distributors and 

thank him for his commitment to enforcing the obscenity laws. Too many lives 

and families have been harmed! 

 

Contact Attorney General Jeff Sessions Today 

 

1. Thank Him and 

2. Ask him to take swift action in enforcing the laws against pornography 

 

Pornography is a social toxin that destroys relationships, steals innocence, 

erodes compassion, breeds violence, and kills love. The issue of pornography is 

ground zero for all those concerned for the sexual health and well-being of our 

loved ones, including our communities and society as a whole. On this edition 

of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, hear about not only the dangers of where 

this public health crisis is taking us, but also the progress in restoring the hearts 

and minds of our nation. 

Listen 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=b8fef197-e5c5-4f6d-9706-a4143df84927
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3e229378-808d-467e-a5ef-99175c580631
http://pornharmsaction.com/pornharms/app/write-a-letter?0&engagementId=324473
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3e229378-808d-467e-a5ef-99175c580631
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=3e229378-808d-467e-a5ef-99175c580631


 

Pornography: A Public Health Crisis 1 

Apr 11, 2017 

Take a stand with Attorney General Sessions against the porn distributors and 

thank him for his commitment to enforcing the obscenity laws. Too many lives 

and families have been harmed! 

 

Contact Attorney General Jeff Sessions Today 

 

1. Thank Him and 

2. Ask him to take swift action in enforcing the laws against pornography 

 

Pornography is a social toxin that destroys relationships, steals innocence, 

erodes compassion, breeds violence, and kills love. The issue of pornography is 

ground zero for all those concerned for the sexual health and well-being of our 

loved ones, including our communities and society as a whole. On this edition 

of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, hear about not only the dangers of where 

this public health crisis is taking us, but also the progress in restoring the hearts 

and minds of our nation. 

Listen 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=90842f71-25f7-4090-9825-9007bb814370
http://pornharmsaction.com/pornharms/app/write-a-letter?0&engagementId=324473
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=90842f71-25f7-4090-9825-9007bb814370
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=90842f71-25f7-4090-9825-9007bb814370


 

Boundaries: Protecting Your Marriage 

Apr 10, 2017 

Vice President Mike Pence has been attacked for trying to protect his marriage. 

The media are mocking him for having boundaries, such as not having dinner 

alone with a woman who is not his wife. Eben Fowler talks with Dr. Dobson 

about steps to safeguard your relationship with your spouse, and also receives 

calls from listeners with hard questions and insightful stories. 

Listen 

 

40 Years in Broadcasting with Dr. Dobson 

Apr 07, 2017 

From a small, two room office to being heard on over 7,000 stations, Dr. James 

Dobson’s continuing ministry has already touched millions upon millions of 

lives. On today’s broadcast of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, Dr. Dobson 

himself is interviewed by Todd Starnes of Fox News about how he responded to 

the call of God and followed even when the road ahead looked impossible. Hear 

never before told inspiring stories about God’s sustaining faithfulness in Dr. 

Dobson’s life. 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=ec41f054-56ac-4264-8192-45de387453a9
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=ec41f054-56ac-4264-8192-45de387453a9
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=20df4913-c24b-4bca-9718-57954da74e9a
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=ec41f054-56ac-4264-8192-45de387453a9
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=20df4913-c24b-4bca-9718-57954da74e9a


Listen 

 

Depression: Encouragement for the Journey 3 

Apr 06, 2017 

Are you struggling with clinical depression, or know someone who is? If so, 

don’t miss the next Family Talk when Dr. Dobson will talk with Pastor and 

author, Tommy Nelson, about his own journey through this valley. He’ll bring 

encouragement and advice to you on practical steps that helped bring him the 

relief he desperately needed. 

Listen 

 

Depression: Encouragement for the Journey 2 

Apr 05, 2017 

Have you been working too hard? Are you overwhelmed by the tasks endlessly 

piling up? On this broadcast of Family Talk with Dr. James Dobson, author and 

pastor Tommy Nelson describes this scenario and how it eventually led him 

down the path to depression. Don't miss his dramatic story, and find out what 

you can do to bring balance to your own life. 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=20df4913-c24b-4bca-9718-57954da74e9a
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=44efdb64-91df-4665-b4a1-14ee3b9d9215
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=44efdb64-91df-4665-b4a1-14ee3b9d9215
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=02cf44d8-0b81-431a-ae30-7ec05e740e5e
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=44efdb64-91df-4665-b4a1-14ee3b9d9215
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=02cf44d8-0b81-431a-ae30-7ec05e740e5e


Listen 

 

Depression: Encouragement for the Journey 1 

Apr 04, 2017 

Have you experienced the highs and lows of depression and anxiety? No one 

knows better the hardship of depression than well-loved pastor Tommy Nelson. 

He describes anxiety as feeling like being stuck in fifth gear…with the emergency 

brake on. Join us as Pastor Nelson discusses his journey and reveals some 

helpful – and hopeful – facts regarding these issues. 

Listen 

 

Drafting Our Daughters: The Effects of Women in Combat 

Apr 03, 2017 

An alarming threat is looming over our daughters in America. A decades-old 

fight may be lost, not only requiring women to go into direct combat to kill or 

be killed in some of the worst conditions on the planet, but also force women 

into draft registration. Dr. Dobson highlights the under-exposed danger in the 

details that are facing our country’s daughters. 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=02cf44d8-0b81-431a-ae30-7ec05e740e5e
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=b8a80515-1f94-4268-b43e-2c4785328b57
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=b8a80515-1f94-4268-b43e-2c4785328b57
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=05ae7931-6bc5-472d-bac5-cd4a08371371
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=b8a80515-1f94-4268-b43e-2c4785328b57
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=05ae7931-6bc5-472d-bac5-cd4a08371371


Listen 

  

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=05ae7931-6bc5-472d-bac5-cd4a08371371


Broadcasts from May 2017 

 

Beyond Black Hawk Down 2 

May 31, 2017 

Black Hawk Down, both in movie and book form, is known being a story of 

incredible bravery against all odds, but behind that story is a real faith that got 

them through those perilous hours. Former Army Ranger Jeff Struecker sits 

down with Dr. Dobson to talk about the true stories of how his faith in God 

brought him an unshakable assurance in the biggest storm of his life. Hear 

about how God has you in the palm of His hand and will never let you go. 

Listen 

 

Beyond Black Hawk Down 1 

May 30, 2017 

Black Hawk Down, both in movie and book form, is known being a story of 

incredible bravery against all odds, but behind that story is a real faith that got 

them through those perilous hours. Former Army Ranger Jeff Struecker sits 

down with Dr. Dobson to talk about the true stories of how his faith in God 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=4be273e6-b691-4d40-ae2e-419286b496f2
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=4be273e6-b691-4d40-ae2e-419286b496f2
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=bfd15de8-fb29-413e-a498-068fcd9a04af
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=4be273e6-b691-4d40-ae2e-419286b496f2
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=bfd15de8-fb29-413e-a498-068fcd9a04af


brought him an unshakable assurance in the biggest storm of his life. Hear 

about how God has you in the palm of His hand and will never let you go. 

Listen 

 

Facing the Future with the Bible- NRB 1983 

May 29, 2017 

In today’s shifting day and age, we can sometimes forget that there have been 

people in the political arena who stood unabashedly for their beliefs in God. 

Former President Ronald Reagan was one of those who successfully fought for 

freedom of religion even when he was heavily criticized. Hear the hope for 

tomorrow from a renowned voice and be encouraged that God’s word is the 

same yesterday, today, and forever. 

Listen 

 

Stopping the Barbarian Invasion 2 

May 26, 2017 

Terrorists seem to be emerging everywhere, unleashing senseless death and 

destruction at home and abroad. While mainstream media bows to political 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=bfd15de8-fb29-413e-a498-068fcd9a04af
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9c1d3e26-3865-497c-9a28-96e8a318608a
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9c1d3e26-3865-497c-9a28-96e8a318608a
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=cd85b46c-1ca3-4eb6-9e56-047b1be1cfe8
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9c1d3e26-3865-497c-9a28-96e8a318608a
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=cd85b46c-1ca3-4eb6-9e56-047b1be1cfe8


correctness, Christians shouldn’t be afraid to confront the true motives of 

Islamic terrorism. Now on Family Talk, Dr. Michael Youssef talks with Dr. 

Dobson, offering clear, unflinching insight into the mission of Islamic extremists 

and practical steps to begin a New Reformation. 

Listen 

 

Stopping the Barbarian Invasion 1 

May 25, 2017 

Terrorists seem to be emerging everywhere, unleashing senseless death and 

destruction at home and abroad. While mainstream media bows to political 

correctness, Christians shouldn’t be afraid to confront the true motives of 

Islamic terrorism. Now on Family Talk, Dr. Michael Youssef talks with Dr. 

Dobson, offering clear, unflinching insight into the mission of Islamic extremists 

and practical steps to begin a New Reformation. 

Listen 

 

When God Doesn't Appear to Make Sense to Us 3 

May 24, 2017 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=cd85b46c-1ca3-4eb6-9e56-047b1be1cfe8
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=e992ae22-b1be-4145-9fe7-e4f15a73f24d
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=e992ae22-b1be-4145-9fe7-e4f15a73f24d
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=816ae2c9-8b6a-4c6d-b4ea-626e5565b216
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=e992ae22-b1be-4145-9fe7-e4f15a73f24d
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=816ae2c9-8b6a-4c6d-b4ea-626e5565b216


Every person who lives long enough will eventually encounter circumstances 

that are difficult or impossible to explain theologically. Dr. Dobson deals with 

life’s most troubling question – Why? From years of counseling experience, Dr. 

James Dobson offers hope to those who are at a loss to reason, giving assurance 

of God's constant care, even when human suffering is beyond our 

comprehension. 

Listen 

 

When God Doesn't Appear to Make Sense to Us 2 

May 23, 2017 

Every person who lives long enough will eventually encounter circumstances 

that are difficult or impossible to explain theologically. Dr. Dobson deals with 

life’s most troubling question – Why? From years of counseling experience, Dr. 

James Dobson offers hope to those who are at a loss to reason, giving assurance 

of God's constant care, even when human suffering is beyond our 

comprehension. 

Listen 

 

When God Doesn't Appear to Make Sense to Us 1 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=816ae2c9-8b6a-4c6d-b4ea-626e5565b216
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=5aeaa20d-4fc5-443e-9178-c59bd0a17437
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=5aeaa20d-4fc5-443e-9178-c59bd0a17437
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f81f3034-808d-4651-8382-07f455170f94
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=5aeaa20d-4fc5-443e-9178-c59bd0a17437
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f81f3034-808d-4651-8382-07f455170f94


May 22, 2017 

Every person who lives long enough will eventually encounter circumstances 

that are difficult or impossible to explain theologically. Dr. Dobson deals with 

life’s most troubling question – Why? From years of counseling experience, Dr. 

James Dobson offers hope to those who are at a loss to reason, giving assurance 

of God's constant care, even when human suffering is beyond our 

comprehension. 

Listen 

 

Up Close and Personal with Zig 2 

May 19, 2017 

He brought hope and motivation to millions. Take part in a tribute to the life 

and work of the great author and motivational speaker, Zig Ziglar. Hear about 

the influence his mother had on his life and how his humble beginnings as a 

salesman catapulted him to his role as a successful inspiration to so many. You'll 

gain the motivation to live a better life yourself and learn how to leave a legacy 

that will last for generations. 

Listen 

 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=f81f3034-808d-4651-8382-07f455170f94
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9c5ea19c-8c80-4b0f-adcc-35dcea5842f1
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9c5ea19c-8c80-4b0f-adcc-35dcea5842f1
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=9c5ea19c-8c80-4b0f-adcc-35dcea5842f1
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=8a13cdb2-a412-4f2b-b28a-7b03c7159de2


Up Close and Personal with Zig 1 

May 18, 2017 

He brought hope and motivation to millions. Take part in a tribute to the life 

and work of the great author and motivational speaker, Zig Ziglar. Hear about 

the influence his mother had on his life and how his humble beginnings as a 

salesman catapulted him to his role as a successful inspiration to so many. You'll 

gain the motivation to live a better life yourself and learn how to leave a legacy 

that will last for generations. 

Listen 

 

Lighthouse Faith 2 

May 17, 2017 

In a world engulfed by the fog of changing morals and values, it can be tough to 

see the light of truth. To avoid being dashed on the rocks, we must look to the 

stationary and ever-present lighthouse. On this edition of Family Talk author 

and FOX News Religion Correspondent Lauren Green shares with Dr. Dobson 

about the spectacular truths hidden in the Bible that dictate God’s laws in love. 

Learn how to navigate the high seas of culture and set your eyes upon the 

never-changing light of God. 

Listen 

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=8a13cdb2-a412-4f2b-b28a-7b03c7159de2
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=8a13cdb2-a412-4f2b-b28a-7b03c7159de2
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=efbd8718-6ecb-4016-ab76-7bb673a779d1
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=efbd8718-6ecb-4016-ab76-7bb673a779d1
http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=efbd8718-6ecb-4016-ab76-7bb673a779d1


 

Lighthouse Faith 1 

May 16, 2017 

In a world engulfed by the fog of changing morals and values, it can be tough to 

see the light of truth. To avoid being dashed on the rocks, we must look to the 

stationary and ever-present lighthouse. On this edition of Family Talk author 

and FOX News Religion Correspondent Lauren Green shares with Dr. Dobson 

about the spectacular truths hidden in the Bible that dictate God’s laws in love. 

Learn how to navigate the high seas of culture and set your eyes upon the 

never-changing light of God. 

Listen 

 

NDP 2017: An Update from the White House 

May 15, 2017 

The National Day of Prayer 2017 was a time for celebration. This year’s theme 

was ‘For Your Great Name’s Sake! Hear Us, Forgive Us, Heal Us.’ Numerous 

ceremonies and events took place, including the signing of an executive order 

and a new interaction with President Trump. Hear Greg Laurie and Dr. Dobson 
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recount the positive, history-making events and explore how they will impact 

future generations. 

Listen 

 

Mother Superior 

May 12, 2017 

Does the task of mothering sometimes feel mundane? Find refreshment as you 

hear from a woman who brings the joy back into the everyday routine. Laugh 

and be encouraged as you are reminded of the importance of a parent’s role 

with both humor and heart. 

Listen 

 

Quiet Times for Busy Parents 

May 11, 2017 

After a day of playing referee between your kids and trying to keep the house 

from becoming a disaster zone, you could use a quiet moment with your spouse 

and with the Lord. Dr. Dobson and his wife, Shirley, will introduce you to Night 
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Light for Parents, a book to help moms and dads reconnect with Christ after a 

long, hard day. 

Listen 

 

Resolute Religion 

May 10, 2017 

Being able to stand up for our beliefs is a right that is guaranteed in our 

Constitution, but what happens when the State decides to ignore those rights? 

On this edition of Family Talk, Dr. Eric Walsh sits down with Dr. Dobson to 

describe his experience of religious persecution and how he fought for his right 

to profess his faith. 

Listen 

 

Loneliness in Marriage 2 

May 09, 2017 

Are you feeling alone in your marriage? Does it seem as though you and your 

spouse are living separate lives? Dr. Dennis and Barbara Rainey talk with Dr. 

Dobson about how many people miss the mark in their relationship with their 
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spouse because they are each working off their own set of blueprints. This 

leaves many marriages missing the mark. 

Listen 

 

Loneliness in Marriage 1 

May 08, 2017 

Are you feeling alone in your marriage? Does it seem as though you and your 

spouse are living separate lives? Dr. Dennis and Barbara Rainey talk with Dr. 

Dobson about how many people miss the mark in their relationship with their 

spouse because they are each working off their own set of blueprints. This 

leaves many marriages missing the mark. 

Listen 

 

Fundamental Assumptions: The Building Blocks of Faith 

May 05, 2017 

Fundamental assumptions are the building blocks on which we base our faith, 

whether it is faith in God or faith that our car will start. But not everyone’s 

assumptions are the same and that is where religious conversation can 
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sometimes get wires crossed and people confused. Now on Family Talk, listen to 

the complex art of spiritual conversation in the face of atheists and agnostics, 

broken down into just a few simple questions that anyone can ask. 

Listen 

 

A Mighty Fortress is Our God 

May 04, 2017 

God’s sovereignty has placed you here as an American – and as such, you live 

under the blessings and freedoms of this great country. Listen as author and 

speaker Dr. Ravi Zacharias describes the privilege we have to come before 

Almighty God, both as individuals and U.S. citizens. 

Listen 

 

Serving the Least of These 

May 03, 2017 

Caring for orphans and widows in today’s society can be an overlooked 

mandate from the Bible, but some organizations are helping to change 

that. ServeNow is a ministry that helps deliver the great news of Jesus, whether 
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in word or deed to those who need it. Hear the incredible stories of God’s 

provision and blessing around the world for the least of these. 

Listen 

 

40 Years and Still: The Dobson Family Legacy 2 

May 02, 2017 

Still defending the institution of the family after 40 impactful years, Dr. James 

Dobson continues to fight on the front lines of the culture war. Here on Family 

Talk with Dr. James Dobson, special guests Ryan and Danae Dobson reflect on 

their lives in the Dobson family and look back on the sacrifices, integrity, and 

the intense work ethic that Dr. Dobson has shown through the past 40 years of 

ministry. 

Listen 

 

40 Years and Still: The Dobson Family Legacy 1 

May 01, 2017 

Still defending the institution of the family after 40 impactful years, Dr. James 

Dobson continues to fight on the front lines of the culture war. Here on Family 
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Talk with Dr. James Dobson, special guests Ryan and Danae Dobson reflect on 

their lives in the Dobson family and look back on the sacrifices, integrity, and 

the intense work ethic that Dr. Dobson has shown through the past 40 years of 

ministry. 

Listen 

  

http://www.drjamesdobson.org/Broadcasts/Broadcast?i=119c9c30-8148-423c-88b3-4834a38ff79a


Broadcasts from June 2017 

 

Pursuing God’s Vision in Your Life 

Jun 30, 2017 

Godly people who changed the world did so because of a vision God placed in 

them. Family Research Council’s Tony Perkins shares truths and lessons in the 

story of Nehemiah on how to bring a nation back to God in spite of the enemy’s 

opposition. Hear about a vision birthed in prayer. 

Listen 

 

Beloved Unbeliever 2 

Jun 29, 2017 

Being unequally yoked with a spouse who is not a believer can be a conflicting 

and painful situation. The late Jo Berry sits down with Dr. Dobson to talk about 

her spiritual struggle with her husband and the touching triumph that played 

out in God’s perfect timing. It’s all about encouragement for spouses who are 

still in the midst of a similar battle. 
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Listen 

 

Beloved Unbeliever 1 

Jun 28, 2017 

Being unequally yoked with a spouse who is not a believer can be a conflicting 

and painful situation. The late Jo Berry sits down with Dr. Dobson to talk about 

her spiritual struggle with her husband and the touching triumph that played 

out in God’s perfect timing. It’s all about encouragement for spouses who are 

still in the midst of a similar battle. 

Listen 

 

Your Health Matters 2 

Jun 27, 2017 

The Bible says that our body is a temple, so shouldn’t we take care of it? 

Exercise and eating right are two of the most important things you can do to 

drastically improve your health. Dr. Dobson explores both old and new ways of 

maintaining health in biblical and God-honoring ways, that and more. 

Listen 
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Your Health Matters 1 

Jun 26, 2017 

The Bible says that our body is a temple, so shouldn’t we take care of it? 

Exercise and eating right are two of the most important things you can do to 

drastically improve your health. Dr. Dobson explores both old and new ways of 

maintaining health in biblical and God-honoring ways, that and more. 

Listen 

 

Avoiding Infidelity 2 

Jun 23, 2017 

Unfortunately, infidelity is a far too common affair for Christians and non-

Christians alike, but what if there was a way to stop an affair before it 

happened? Learn to recognize small indicators, that when identified and 

repaired, can heal a marriage long before infidelity damages the relationship. 

Dr. Bob and Cheryl Reccord share with Dr. Dobson the story of how God rescued 

their marriage from infidelity. 

Listen 
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Avoiding Infidelity 1 

Jun 22, 2017 

Unfortunately, infidelity is a far too common affair for Christians and non-

Christians alike, but what if there was a way to stop an affair before it 

happened? Learn to recognize small indicators, that when identified and 

repaired, can heal a marriage long before infidelity damages the relationship. 

Dr. Bob and Cheryl Reccord share with Dr. Dobson the story of how God rescued 

their marriage from infidelity. 

Listen 

 

Life and Leadership 

Jun 21, 2017 

The father’s struggle sometimes is overlooked and lost in the waves of duty and 

commitment, but celebrating the sacrifice of fathers and father figures is a very 

necessary encouragement. On today’s Family Talk, pastor and author Dr. Ronnie 

Floyd talks with Dr. James Dobson about the important role a father plays in the 

stability of the family and how important it is to honor and recognize that 

position. Uplifting fathers, today on Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk. 
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Listen 

 

Help for Busy Moms 2 

Jun 20, 2017 

Is motherhood the same as it was a generation ago? Dr. James Dobson 

welcomes Rob and Dianne Parsons, from the U.K.-based organization “Care for 

the Family," in a conversation that reveals the many faces of Mom. See into the 

lives of stay-at-home parents, working moms, and single parents as the Parsons 

unveil a brave new world. It’s a heartfelt look at what mothers face today. 

Listen 

 

Help for Busy Moms 1 

Jun 19, 2017 

Is motherhood the same as it was a generation ago? Dr. James Dobson 

welcomes Rob and Dianne Parsons, from the U.K.-based organization “Care for 

the Family," in a conversation that reveals the many faces of Mom. See into the 

lives of stay-at-home parents, working moms, and single parents as the Parsons 

unveil a brave new world. It’s a heartfelt look at what mothers face today. 
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Listen 

 

The New Dad's Playbook: Gearing Up for the Biggest Game of Your Life 2 

Jun 16, 2017 

New dads often don’t have the resources to navigate upcoming life changes. 

Just in time for Father's Day, Pro football player Ben Watson talks with Dr. 

Dobson about the realities, challenges and triumphs of being a new dad, and 

the specifics on how to truly support your wife during pregnancy and what to do 

when the unexpected happens. Be prepared for the biggest game of your life by 

going from winning it to winning it. 

Listen 

 

The New Dad's Playbook: Gearing Up for the Biggest Game of Your Life 1 

Jun 15, 2017 

New dads often don’t have the resources to navigate upcoming life changes. 

Just in time for Father's Day, Pro football player Ben Watson talks with Dr. 

Dobson about the realities, challenges and triumphs of being a new dad, and 

the specifics on how to truly support your wife during pregnancy and what to do 
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when the unexpected happens. Be prepared for the biggest game of your life by 

going from winning it to winning it. 

Listen 

 

She Calls Me Daddy 2 

Jun 14, 2017 

The relationship between a father and daughter is very delicate, and growing it 

requires both generous encouragement and premeditated discipline. Learn 

about these encouraging lessons on raising our daughters into young women 

after God’s own heart by giving them the tools to succeed at life. 

Listen 

 

She Calls Me Daddy 1 

Jun 13, 2017 

The relationship between a father and daughter is very delicate, and growing it 

requires both generous encouragement and premeditated discipline. Learn 

about these encouraging lessons on raising our daughters into young women 

after God’s own heart by giving them the tools to succeed at life. 
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Listen 

 

God's Model for Fatherhood 

Jun 12, 2017 

Fatherhood is an incredibly vital role for the survival of the family. On this 

edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, hear from Josh McDowell, who, 

though his relationship with his own father was strained, was able to find 

healing in Christ and raise his children with the love of God. It’s a special tribute 

to fathers. 

Listen 

 

Raising Healthy Kids 2 

Jun 09, 2017 

Bringing children into the world is a challenge, but raising them right is even 

more difficult. On this edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, guest host Dr. 

Tim Clinton explores the successful concept of “rules with relationship” and how 

it fosters communication and respect. Hear about steps to reach your child 

emotionally no matter where they are. 
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Listen 

 

Raising Healthy Kids 1 

Jun 08, 2017 

Bringing children into the world is a challenge, but raising them right is even 

more difficult. On the today’s edition of Dr. James Dobson’s Family Talk, guest 

host Dr. Tim Clinton explores the successful concept of “rules with relationship” 

and how it fosters communication and respect. Hear about steps to reach your 

child emotionally no matter where they are. 

Listen 

 

God’s Direction in My Life 2 

Jun 07, 2017 

God doesn’t speak audibly through a megaphone, but He does guide your life 

through a still small voice. Retired police officer Bob Vernon encourages 

listeners to trust that God does indeed order your steps even when He doesn’t 

seem to be moving noticeably, all that and more. 

Listen 
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God’s Direction in My Life 1 

Jun 06, 2017 

God doesn’t speak audibly through a megaphone, but He does guide your life 

through a still small voice. Retired police officer Bob Vernon encourages 

listeners to trust that God does indeed order your steps even when He doesn’t 

seem to be moving noticeably, all that and more. 

Listen 

 

Turning the Tables Greg Laurie Interviews Dr. James Dobson 

Jun 05, 2017 

During his 40 years of ministry, Dr. Dobson has been a significant mentor and 

role model to many, including Pastor Greg Laurie. On this edition of Family Talk, 

Greg Laurie turns the tables and interviews Dr. Dobson about his past 

challenges in life and how he was successful by depending solely on God. It’s a 

message about hope even through hardship. 

Listen 
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Freedom to Stand 2 

Jun 02, 2017 

The U.S. Navy threatened to fire a decorated chaplain for simply doing his job. 

Instead of stepping down quietly, Chaplain Wes Modder held firm to his 

Christian beliefs and came under fire by the Navy for not having broad enough 

personal beliefs on marriage and sexuality. Dr. Dobson talks with Retired Lt. 

Commander Wes Modder about the struggles and trials he endured and the 

victory that came with exoneration. 
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Freedom to Stand 1 

Jun 01, 2017 

The U.S. Navy threatened to fire a decorated chaplain for simply doing his job. 

Instead of stepping down quietly, Chaplain Wes Modder held firm to his 

Christian beliefs and came under fire by the Navy for not having broad enough 

personal beliefs on marriage and sexuality. Dr. Dobson talks with Retired Lt. 

Commander Wes Modder about the struggles and trials he endured and the 

victory that came with exoneration. 
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